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realism (5). There is some preliminary evidence to show
that
evaluation of three-dimensionaldisplays of perfusion
Two methods for generathg left ventricular epicardiat surface
fromSPECT perfusiontomograms are described and validated. quantificationis also more accurate than qualitative eval
Both methods use the locations of the ma,dm&reconstructed uation of the short-axis slices (6); this may be attributedto
count values determined from a perfusionquantificationproce the lack of three-dimensionalconnectivity in slice-by-slice
dure as a basis for generating surfaces. Methods: The first presentations.
method fits circular contours, wh@hare perpendicUlarto the
Iong-a)ds,to the pointsobtainedfromperfusionquantification. In spite of the recognized importance of three-dimen
The second method appliss median and linear filters to the sional displays, there has been little demonstration that
points to remove noise but maintain the basic shape of the they correspond to the actual physical structure of the
surface. Both models are validated against an automatic tech heart, Le, the endocardium, epicardium or even the center
niqueandagainstthe user-tracedsurfacesof boththe perfusion of the myocardium, from where the count values are gen
image and an MR image of the same patient. Results: The

medlan-fifteredmodel was found to be closer to the standard
surfaces than the circularmodel in all cases, and 85% of the
polnts on the median-filteredsurfaces were w@iinone SPECT
pixal length of the hand-traced MR surfaces. Conclusion: Ac
curate, three-dimensionalleftventricularepicardialsurfaces can
be generated quicklyand easity fromalready existingperfusion
quantificationsoftware.The resultingimages may be usefulfor
realisticdisplaysof ventricularsize, shape and the three-dimen
sional distilbution of perfusion.

erally extracted.

But since their ultimate goal is to offer an

accurate view of the size, shape and location of perfusion
abnormalities, it is important to demonstrate that the over
all surface corresponds well to the actual physical entity.
Otherwise, local distortion in shape may add to the confu

sion and confound accurate interpretation.
While some methods for three-dimensional displays of
perfusionperforman explicit boundarydetection ofthe left
ventricle (2), most of the described techniques use the

Key Words: SPECT; three-dimensional dispisys; myocardlal results of standard perfusion quantification, which detect
perfusion
the location and intensity of the maximum pixel values
around the LV myocardium.
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hree-dimensional

graphical

These values are generally

held to occur near the center of the myocardium, owing to
the interaction between wall thickness and detector re
sponse and resolution (7). In fact, the maximal count lo
methods

are widely ac

cepted as being useful for display of informationin medical
images. In SPECT and PET cardiacimaging,various meth
ods have been proposed for three-dimensional display of
perfusion quantification results (1â€”4).The three-dimen
sional displays are generally held to be superior to polar
map or bullseye displays, since they do not distort the
spatial position or extent of perfusion information, but
instead show the data with more geometric accuracy and

cations are slightly closer to the endocardial rather than

epicardial surface; this is a result of photon scatter. The
perfusion quantificationtechniques that we use make this
assumption, and our hypothesis for this work was that
from this information methods can be devised to estimate
and display the LV epicardial surface at end-diastole. Our

primaiy evaluations of the two models' accuracies were
based on hand-traced epicardial surfaces from magnetic
resonance (MR) images of the same patient. However,
since there may be alignmenterrors between the MR and
SPEC!' images, we also included additional evaluation of
the models' accuracies, based on automatically detected
ReceivedMay31, 1994;revisionacce@ed0@ 18, 1994.
Forcorrespondenceor reprintscor*@ TmoyL Faber, PhD,DM&onof Nu
clear Medicine,EmoryUniversityHosplal, 1364 c@ftonRd., NE, Atlanta,GA and hand-tracedepicardial surfaces from the same perfu
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constant number of radial angles (40) about the left ventricular

long-axis,andat a variablenumberof verticalsamplesalongthe
long-axis,dependingon the numberof short-axisslices consid
ered in the Cylindricalcoordinatesystem. The detectedcount
values, alongwith the locationsof where each was found, were
savedforfurtherprocessing.Thecenterpointsof thecoordinate
systems were also saved so that transformations

between the

hybrid coordinate system and the originalCartesian coordinate
systemof the imagewerestraightforward.
Three-Dimensional Su@acs Construction
Two different methods ofsurface construction from the SPECF
@

-

-

FIGURE 1. The coordinate system used for perfusion quantifica
lion. The middle and basal portions of the left ventricle are resam

pled usingc@1indrIcaI
coordinateswfththe long-axIsseMng as the
odgin of that coordinate system. The apical portion of the left yen
tricle is resampled using spherical coordinates, withthe most basal
point of the Iong-a)dsin the section seMng as the odgin.

METHODS

perfusionquantification
resultsweredesignedandtested.Inboth,
theradiallengthsdescribingthelocationof thequantitatedperfu
sionvalueswereconsideredto be a two-dimensional
functionof
the radialsamplinganglesand the verticalsamples(alongthe
long-axis).The quantitatedintensityvaluesare the pointsof max
imum intensity within the myocardium.
These points should, because of the SPECT point spread func

tion, occur in the center of the imagedmyocardium.In practice,
photonscattermay cause the points of maximummyocardial
intensityto be shiftedsomewhattoward the endocardialsurface.
Theamountof shiftdependson localshapeandsize of the myo
cardium. As the size of a short-axis slice, i.e., its radius, de

creases,emittedphotonsfromneighboringmyocardiumbecome
Acquisition and Reconstruction
Tensubjects(age34-fl, mean59yr)withknownorsuspected morelikelyto interactwiththe myocardialportionbeingmodeled.
ischemicheart disease underwent @Fc-sestamibi
SPECF hung Large short-axis slices will be affected little by scatter. In small
ing using a GE 400ACF rotating gamma camera with a low

short-axis slices, however, the maximum intensity point will be

energy,high-resolution
collimator.Studieswereperformedatrest moved from the myocardial center nearer to the neighboring myo
followingintravenousinjectionof 8 mCi sestamibi;three hours cardial sections, i.e., nearer to the LV center. This relationship
later,stressstudieswereperformedfollowinginjectionof 22mCi can be modeled empirically using the equation r' = r + K/r, where
r is themeasuredradius,andr' is theradiuscorrectedforphoton
sestamibi. Sixty-four projections over 180Â°
were acquired for both
stress and rest studies. Stress studies, however, were performed

scatter. K was determined by phantom experiments. A cardiac
phantom was imaged and processed with the perfusion quantifi
cation methods as descrthed in previous sections. By using the

in an ECG-gatedmode usinga framerateof eightframesper
cardiaccycle. The closest possiblecircularorbitwas used;the
acquisitionmatrixsizewas64 x 64pixelswitha pixelsizeof 6.37 radiideterminedby the processingprogramand the knownsizeof
theLVphantom,K couldbe directlydetermined.Itwas foundto
mm.
be,
on average,equalto 42.55.
Projectionswere prefilteredusinga two-dimensionalButter
Since the perfusion samples are moved to the center of the
worth filterwith Criticalfrequency = 0.4 cyc/cm,order = 20 for
reststudies,andcriticalfrequency= 0.52cyc/cm,order= 10for myocardiumby usingthe correctionequation,and sincethe myo
stress studies. Filtered backprojection with a ramp ifiter was then
performed. Reconstructions were reformatted into short-axis

slices. Onlytheend-diastolicframewas usedforfurtherprocess
ing.

Perfusion Quantification
The perfusionquantification
methodshavebeen descriledin
detail elsewhere (8); they are therefore only summarized here.

cardium is approximately 1 cm thick at end-diastole, 5 mm was

addedto allradiiinorderto movethesurfaceoutfromthemiddle
to theouterboundaiyof theleftventricularwall.
Tocreatethefirstmodel,thetwo-dimensional
functionof radii
was smoothedusinga 3 x 3 low-passspatialfilter.The radiiat
eachverticalsamplewerethenaveragedto generatetheradiusof
a circle that was centered about the long-axis. Thus, this method
will be called the circular method. The second technique applied

The myocardiumwas resampledin the SPECFshort-axisslices a two-dimensional7 x 7 medianfilterto the two-dimensional
using a hybrid cylindrical/sphericalcoordinate system (Fig. 1). function to remove any extreme, incorrect values. Then a 3 x 3
Slicesfromthebasalandmedialportionof theleftventriclewere smoothingfilterwas appliedto create a surface better approxi
sampled using Cylindrical coordinates;
90

apart.

The

apical

hemisphere

was

these radial samples were
sampled

using

spherical

co

ordinates; radial sampleswere taken at the same angularincre
ments as in the Cylindrical coordinate system, and vertical sam

mating the smoothness ofthe epicardium. Thus, this modelwill be

termed the medianmodel.
Finally, these radii were converted

back into the Cartesian

coordinatelocationsof epicardialsurfacepoints,whichcouldbe

ples were taken approximatelyevery 12Â°.
The dividingpoint connected together into either triangles or quadrilaterals. These
between the two coordinate systems was patient-specific;the geometricrepresentationscould then be used as input into stan
distance of this point from the apical point was set to the average

dard surface-rendering three-dimensional graphics programs. For

displayof perfusion,the trianglesor quadrilaterals
were color
ateachsamplinganglewas takento be themaximumcountvalue coded according to the count values determined at the surface
alongthe radiusof thatangle,withina searchingboundaiylimit. points definingtheir corners. A singlecolor couldbe assignedto
This sampling scheme allows perfusion values to be detected at a the polygonby averagingthe countvalues at its cornersor by
radius of all short-axis slices for the patient. The perfusion value
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using one of the vertex values for the color of the entire patch.

Alternatively,color could be allowedto vaiy continuouslyover

A

B

the surface of the polygon by interpolatingthe corner perfusion

values.Fordisplaysshownin thisreport,pointswereconnected
into triangularpatches,andcolorwas allowedto vary continu
ouslyovereachpatch.

0@

ValIdation
Three estimations of the true epicardial surface were created

usingthreedifferentmethods.These surfaceswere considered
standards for the purpose of computing the accuracy of both the

medianandthecircularmodel.Thestandardsurfaceswere:(a)an
automaticallydetected epicardialsurface boundaiy; (b) a hand

C

traced epicardial boundazy from an MR image registered to the
SPECF image;and (c) a hand-tracedepicardialboundaiy fromthe

SPECTimage.Methodsforobtainingthesesurfacesaredescribed
below.
Automatic

Detection of LV Epicardlal Surfaces

The automaticmethodis a techniqueto detectthe epicardial
surfaceexplicitlyand is not relatedto the algorithmsused to
generate the models (2). The user was asked to set the left yen
tricular long-axis on vertical and horizontal long-axis slices of the

end-diastolicperfusiontomogramfor a brieftime.The userwas
also directed to mark a range over which the image was to be

searched for possible edge locations. Using a coordinate system
similar to that shown in Figure 1, the image intensities were used

to calculatethe one-dimensionalintensitygradientalongeach
samplingradius.Thepointsof maximumandminimumgradients
wereacceptedas theinitialestimateof endocardialandepicardial
surface locations.An iterativeprobabilisticrelaxationtechnique
(9)was usedto refineedgepointlocationsbasedona modelof the
left ventriclethat incorporatedsmoothness,connectivity,and
somebasicconstraintsof LV shape.Theoperatorcouldoverrule
the process and edit edge points at any iteration. When the oper

atorwas satisfiedwiththeboundarydetection,the iterativepro
cess was stopped, and the edge points were saved for processing.
Figure 2A shows the results of automatic surface detection on one
short-axis slice of the left ventricle; in this case, no user interac

tionwas neededor used.
Operator-Traced

Sestamibi

@,yI_______________________
FiGURE 2. (A) Resufts of automatic surface detection on one
sho(t-a)dsslice ofthe end-diaStollCframeofa stress
@rc-sestamibI
Image. (B) Results of interactivetr@ng of epicarctialboundaries on

a leftyentdcularshort-adssectionofthe end-diastolicstress

@rc

sestamibi study from the same patient shown in (A).(C) Results of
interactivetracing of epicardlel boundaries on a ieft@entr1cular
short
axle section of the end-dleStOIIC
gradient echo MR image from the
same patient
dial surface for each patient study. To account for differences in

orientationandlocationbetweentheSPEC!'andMRstudies,the
MR left ventricular epicardial surface was registered to the hand
traced SPECF epicardial surface, over translations and rotations,

usingthetechniquedescribedin (10). Followingregistration,the
newlyreorientedMRsurfacepointswere savedfor processing.
Figure 2C shows the results of hand tracing the MR short-axis

sliceof the same patient as in Figures2A and 2B.
Epicardlal Surfaces

Error Measure

Short-axisslicesof the end-diastolicsestamibiSPEC!' images
Foreachstudy,errormeasuresbasedonthedistancesbetween
were displayed,and on each, the operatormarkeda series of
bothmodelsandallthreestandardsurfaceswerecalculated.This
pointsalongthe epicardialsurfaceusinga mouse.Approximately
300 points were detected for each patient's image. The x, y and z
locations of these points were saved for processing. Figure 2B

distance was calculated by determining the angular and axial

location,in themodelcoordinates,of eachpointof thestandard.
Theradiallocationof themodelpointatthispreciselocationwas
showstheresultsof handtracingononeshort-axissliceof theleft
computedusingbilinearinterpolationbetweenthe two nearest
ventricle, from the same patient study as shown in Figure 2A.
actualangularand axialsamples.The error at that standardpoint
Operator-Traced MR EpIcardIaI Surfaces
was thencalculatedas thescalarmagnitudedistancebetweenthe
Magneticresonance imagesof the ten subjectswere obtained radiusof the interpolatedmodelpointandtheradiusof thestan
within 48 hr of the radionucide exam using a cine multislice dard point. Figure 3 shows the operationgraphically.The error
gradientecho technique(TE = 6â€”8ms,
flipangle = 30Â°,
gated to measurewasalsocomputedbetweenthesurfacepointsof thetwo
eachheartbeat)witha Philips1.5TACSscanner.Six 128x 128, models, to determine how much they differed from one another.
Themeanandstandarddeviationsof the differencesbetween
interpolatedto 256x 256,short-axissliceswithapixelsizeof 1.37
mm were obtained over the length of the left ventricle; the width bothmodelsandeachofthe threestandards,andbetweenthetwo
of each slice was 1 mmwith an interslicegap of 10 mm. ECO models, were computed. Because the perfusion quantification
gatingofthe acquisitionresultedin 12â€”14
framesper cardiaccycle programused to generate the models can determinethe coordi
in this population.Only the end-diastolicframewas used for natesof themaximalcountpointswithinthemyocardiumonlyto
within one pixel (6.37 mm), the average differences between the
processing.
models and the standards were tested for significantdifference
Boundaries in the short-axis slices of the end-diastolic MR
imagesweretracedby handusingthepreviouslydescribedtech againstthisvalue,usinga Student'st-test.Theaveragedifference
nique.Approximately
500pointsweredetectedabouttheepicar between the two models was tested for significance against zero,
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FIGURE 3. Graphic of the
methodology used to compute
errors. Distance between a point

on the standard(solidcircles)
and the surface of the model us
calculated byfinding both the an
glee and the redius, in the coor

dinate system used for perfusion
quantification, of the standard

point The redlus of the model at
the same angles (cross-hatched
squares) Is determined using in
terpolation, and the error uscon

I

FIGURE 4. The two models and three standards for the patient
whose model errors were worst on average. From left to right are

shown the circularmodal,maclienmodel,automaticallydetected
surface, hand-traced sestamibi surface, and hand-traced MR sur
face. Colors indicate count values at each point Since hand tracing
did not result in any perfusion quantification,the final two surfaces
are simplytinted a solid color.

sidered to be the difference be

in a subject whose circular model differed by 7.86 mm from

tween the two redli (arrowed line
segments).

ject differed from the MR data by 3.7 mm. The three

the hand-tracedMR image. The median model of this sub
dimensional display for this subject is shown in Figure 4.
The best case is shown in Figure 5; for this study, the
difference between the circularmodel and the hand-traced

sincebothmodelsaregeneratedusingthe sameperfusionquan
tification data.

MR was 3.08 mm. The difference between

In addition, the two models and three standards were displayed

the median

in three-dimensional
side-by-sidefor qualitativeevaluation.In model and the MR standardwas 3.25 mm.
There were no patient studies in which visual analysis
particular, any obvious errors in surface detection or image reg
istrationwerenoted.Finally,theSPECTimagewasresampledto indicatedthat the MR surface mightbe misalignedwith the
the coordinatesof the MRimageusingthe transformcalculated SPECT surface after registration. In one case, however,
from the registration process, and the matching MR and SPECF
the registration process resulted in rotations of the MR
imageswere displayedtogetherto verifysubjectivelythe accu surface by ....300about two axes. mis case is shown in
racy of registration.
Figure 6. These rotations are large in comparison to the
other patient studies, none of which required rotations
RESULTS
>200 about any axis. The registration results were not
The results of the validation are displayed in Table 1, obviously inaccurate, nor did the error measures appear to
which combines the accuracy measurements for all ten

be inconsistent with the results of the other patient studies.

subjects. The first three lines show the differences between
the circular model and the three standards; the second

Most of the errors in both models are significantly less
than the test value of one SPECT pixel length (6.37 mm).
The single exception is when the circular model is corn
pared to the automatically detected epicardial surface; in

three lines show the differences between the median model

and the standards. The final entiy shows the comparison
between the two differentmodels.
The errors in each individual study were also investi
gated. The best and worst cases were determinedby com
puting the average distance between both models and the
hand-traced MR surface for each patient, to find the lowest
and highest mean errors, respectively.

The worst case was

this case, the difference in mean boundary point locations

is not significantly differentfrom 6.37 mm. In no instance
was the difference in model and standard boundaries
greater than 6.37 mm.
The percentages ofmedian modelpoints differentby less
than one pixel (6.37 mm) from the hand-tracedMR. hand

TABLE I

Resufts of Comparisons of Circular and Median Models with Three Standards

comparisonCircular
Modelvs. standardMean

deviation
magnitude
difference(mm)Standard (mm)Number

of

compared
against
(mm)Probability
6.37
6.37p

> 0.4
p < 0.001
p

6.37
6.37p<0.001

p <0.001
p

vs. Automatic

Circularvs.TracedSestamibi

4.71

8.51

2696

<0.001Medlanvs.Automatlc
Circularvs.
Traced MR6.34

4.304.52

7.382640

50326.37

Medianvs. Treced Sestamtii
<0.001Circular
Median vs. Traced MR5.38

4.40
3.732.87

7.78
6.812640

2696

vs. Median2.371

700

.7750320p

value for

pointsDifference

5@26.37

<0.001
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the best standardif registrationis accurate, but may have
a relatively high variation in the wall position given the
noise from user error. The automatic technique should
have a relatively low variation in wall position since

I4@'

FIGURE 5. The two medals and three standards for the patient
whose model errors were least on average. From left to uightare

shown the circularmodal, median model,automaticallydetected
surface, hand-traced sestamibi surface and hand-traced MR sur
face.

traced SPECT, and automatically detected epicardial sur
face were 85%, 79% and 69%, respectively. The cone
sponding percentages for the circular model were 77%,
73% and 56%, respectively. Finally, note that the two
models are significantly differentfrom each other; that is,
the differencebetween them differssignificantlyfrom zero.
DISCUSSION

In practice, our results seem to support our expecta
tions. Since there did not appear to be any major registra

tion errors, the comparison of the models with the hand
traced MR surfaces gave the smallest error (mean
difference). Both hand-traced MR and SPECF surfaces
have a higherstandarddeviation in the errormeasure than
the automaticallydetected surface; this can be explained as
a result of the smoothing applied in the automatic tech
nique. Additionally, note in Figures 4â€”6the smooth sur
faces resulting from automatic boundary detection corn
pared to the noisy, bumpy surfaces resulting from
interactive boundaiy detection.

Since the same sestamibi SPECT images were

faces created by the automatic technique was greater than
the error between the models and either the hand-traced
sestamibi or the hand-tracedMR image. This result can be
explained by the fact that with the resolution ofour imaging
system (FWHM = 13 mm), the automatic technique would
be expected (at best) to find surfaces approximately L5
mm outside the true epicardial surface (13) The interactive
tracing is also hampered by low resolution; however,
knowledgeable users are able to compensate for this.

used for quantification/three-dimensionalmodel generation
and for hand-tracing,therewould be no registrationerrors,
but difficulties could arise in the actual determination of
boundaries in these low-resolution images. In addition,

boundaries from Mill is 5.4 mm. This is 1.7 mm greater

discontinuities

than the errorbetween the median model and hand-traced

could occur between boundaries

traced on

adjacentslices, since the edges were determinedon a slice
by-slice basis, and contiguity was not forced. Therefore,
the automatic method was included, since it is a three
dimensional method that strives for surface smoothness
and continuity, and should be less susceptible to user er
rors. This technique, however, is known to find boundaries
that are actually outside the epicardial surface, when the
resolution of the imaging technique is less than the width of

the left ventricular walls (13). Given these properties, we
would expect that the hand-traced MR surface would be

@

sestamibi surfacewill be somewhere in between those two.

On average, the error between the models and the sur

Since magnetic resonance imaging(MRI) accepted stan
dard for measuring the boundary of the LV epicardial
surface (11,12), we chose to use this modality for the
primal)' evaluation of the modeling techniques. However,
errors in registration could hamper the effectiveness of the
hand-traced MR epicardial surface as a basis for judging
truth. Therefore, surfaces detected from the sestamibi im
ages themselves were also used for computing the models'
accuracies.

smoothness constraints are enforced, but will have mean
location outside of the true epicardium. The hand-traced

t.$

)

FIGURE & The t@ models and three standards of the one pa
tient for which two ofthe angles required to register the SPECT and
MRleftyentulcularepicardlalsurfaces were > 20Â°.
Fromleftto right

Previous studies (13) have shown that the average mag
nitude difference between end-diastolic epicardial surfaces

created by the automaticmethod compared to hand-traced

Mifi; however, it should be remembered that the accuracy

of the automatic method is highly dependent on image
resolution. As SPEC!' system resolution increases, the

accuracy of the automatic method should increase over
that of the median method.
The circular model was originally developed because
such stylized models may be easier to draw with three
dimensionalgraphics software and are likely to be visually
pleasing. In addition, these circular representations may be
more easily interpreted than more complicated models,
since they are direct extensions of polar map displays. In
fact, such geometric models are availablecommercially. In
some cases, perfusion or another quantitative variable is
color-coded onto a standard effipsoidal or conical three
dimensional shape with no patient-dependent variation,
(14). However, the extreme smoothing that ensues in the
creation of these models may contribute to the alteration of
sizes and shapes of perfusion abnormalities. For that rca
son, the more realistic median model was created.

Other techniques have been developed to display the
results
of perfusion quantification(1â€”4).
These either cx
are shownthe circularmodel,medianmodel,automaticallydetected
plicitly
detect
the
left
ventricular
endocardial
or epicardial
surface, hand-traced sestamibi surface and hand-traced MR sur

face.
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ues where they are found (1,3â€”4).Our goal of displaying
the epicardial surface directly from perfusion quantifica
tion results was based on a number of considerations.

Remaining errors may be a result of the (inaccurate)
assumption of a 1 cm thick myocardium, or they may just
as well be the result of the inaccuracies in interactive

First, explicit boundaiy

boundaiy detection. However, our perfusion quantification

detection

of the left ventricle

is

quite complicated, as can be seen in the description of the
automatic surface finding method used to generate one of
our standards. Furthermore, such explicit techniques are
neither necessaiy nor generally performed for perfusion
quantffication. Unfortunately, the center of the myocar
dium, which is detected by perfusion quantification, is a
structure only relative to the endo and epicardial surfaces,
and has no precise intrinsic definition. Additionally, vail
dation would be rather complicated. The endocardial sur
face is generally complex with papillary muscles that are
not detected in any way by perfusion quantification;the
smoother epicardial surface is more likely to be repre
sented accurately. Finally, the epicardialsurface is impor
tant anatomically

and physiologically,

since

it is on this

surface that the coronary arteries course. For example,
current work to unify three-dimensional left ventricular
surfaces and the three-dimensional reconstructions of the
coronaiy arteries from the same patient requires three
dimensional epicardial surface representations (15).
Likewise, while most clinical perfusion quantitation
methods, and most of the reported three-dimensional
perfusion display techniques, operate on ungated studies,
we chose the accurate generation of the end-diastolic
epicardial surface from the gated study based on the fol
lowing considerations. First, the mean epicardial surface
that results from time-averaging in ungated images is not
a structure in its own right, and the results of finding
this entity are validated less easily, given the lack of
truly ungated cardiac MR acquisitions.

location. However,

fusion value to within one pixel; i.e., 6.37 mm in our case.
And in the statistical analysis of this study, we found that

85% of all epicardial surface points in the median models of
all subjects were within one SPEC!'

pixel of the hand

traced MR epicardial surfaces, with a mean difference in
magnitude of only 3.73 mm. This difference was signifi
candy less than our goal of 6.37 mm. Given the constraints

of the problem, we find this final result acceptable for the
intended applications.
CONCLUSIONS
We have described and validated a technique for creat
ing three-dimensional models of the LV epicardial surface
directly from the results of standard perfusion quanti
fication techniques. The model approximates quite well

the true epicardialsurface as determinedfrom hand-traced
MR images. The method is simple and fast and allows for
realistic displays of perfusion quantification. The resulting

surfaces may be useful for evaluating size and shape of
the left ventricle in general, and for aiding in registration
of perfusion data with information from other imaging
modalities.
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In fact, just as the

other methods to display perfusion in three-dimensions
could easily be applied to the end-diastolic frame of a
gated study, we believe that the methods described here
could be adapted to find the average epicardial surface in
an ungated study. The adaptationwould simply require a
change in the additive factors used to move the detected
points from the center of the myocardium out to its mean
boundary

methods only determine the location of the maximumper

there are good reasons for

quantitatingand displayingthe gated perfusionstudies. For
example, there is soiÃ±eevidence that perfusion analysis of
the end-diastolic frame of the gated data set is more accu
rate than analysis of the ungated study (Corbett et al.,
unpublished data). This may be attributedto the ability of
gated studies to reduce artifactsinducedby image intensity
differences related to wall thickness andwall motion rather
than perfusion (16). Also, image intensity quantfficationof
all gated frames in a study may give important information
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EDITORIAL

Three-Dimensional Display in Nuclear Medicine: A More Useful
Depiction of Reality, or Only a Superficial Rendering?
N

uclear medicine studies involve
parameter measurements
of
space, time and energy. Useful depic
tion of these parametersrequiresboth
error-freemeasurement and portrayal
in a fashion which maximizes the
transfer of useful information (signal)
to the receiver (e.g., a physician) and
minimizes the presence of confound
ing or distracting information (noise).
In this regard, it is important to note
that a receiver is always part of the
system, whether the information is in
the form of images, curves, numbers
or qualitativedescriptions (e.g., study

spective (1), tomographicimagingcan
be viewed as both an improved mea
surement approach and as a more ac
curate portrayal scheme. If we can
now spatially divide the body into a
three-dimensionalarrayof voxels and
measure the radiotracerconcentration
within each voxel, how can we best

nostic accuracy is improved (4), such

displays are useful in nuclear medicine.
In other radiographicimaging mo
dalities, notably CT and Mifi, pseudo
three-dimensionalrenderingshave be
come commonplace in clinical prac
tice (5). These renderings rely on ci
ther a â€œvolumeâ€•
display or a
â€œsurfaceâ€•
display.
The
differences be
portray the acquired information?
tween
the
two
are
critical
to nuclear
As we have previously argued (2),
medicine
image
display
(6,7).
Volume
interpretation of the information con
renderings consist of some portrayal
tamed in nuclear medicine studies re
quires recognition and classificationof of data throughout the three-dimen
patterns in the signal. An optimum in sional volume (e.g., throughweighted
formation portrayal scheme would reprojection), while surface render
interpretations or a list of differential
ings consist of an illuminated surface
maximize the recognition and accu
diagnoses).
(or â€œshadedsurfaceâ€•) depiction,
We have made strikingadvances in rate classification of the specific pat based on edge detection. In nuclear
the accurate and precise measurement terns present in a given situation. Pat
medicine, we are more enthused
of the distribution of radiotracers terns must be present in order to be about volume rendering than surface
accurately portrayed, and the opti
within the human body. These ad
rendering,because our borders are so
mum
portrayal scheme most likely de
vances include improvements in spa
fuzzy, and (of greaterimportance)our
tial resolution (which reduce partial pends on the specific characteristics of unique medical information is con
volume effects), sensitivity (which the patternsof interest. In this regard,
tained within those borders.
it is important to note that the most
permits shorter acquisition times, thus
Faber et al. (8) developed and val
improving temporal resolution) and accurate classification by a receiver
idated an approach to epicardial sur
energy resolution (promoting renewed does not necessarily come about
face depiction utilizing myocardial
interest in dual-isotope studies). Ad through the most accurate depiction
perfusion SPECT studies. The ap
vances in correcting the degradingef of the radiotracer's distribution. For
proach is based on the locations of the
fects of finite resolution, scatter and example, exaggerated contrast may
maximal reconstructed count values
attenuation have also been made. Many
improve the sensitivity of disease de within the myocardium. Hashikawa et
of these advances have come about as tection without a corresponding de
al. (9) have developed and applied an
the resultof tomographicimaging.
crease in specificity or normalcy rate. approachto cortical surface depiction
Tomography is a critical component
Bull's-eye displays of myocardial per
utilizing cerebral perfusion SPECF
of nuclear medicine research and cm
fusion (3) represent an excellent cx
studies. The approach is based on the
ical practice. Depending on your per
ample of a portrayal scheme which maximal reconstructed count values
improves the accuracy of disease clas within the cortex. In both the myocar
dium and the cerebral cortex, maxi
ReceivedJan. 12, 1995; @cepted
Jan. 12, 1995. sification through an actual decrease
For correspondence or reprints con@
in
the
â€œaccurate
depictionâ€•
o
f
the
mal
count values reside in pixels
Johnathan M. Unks, PhD, Johns Hopkins Medical
radiotracer's distribution. Since ding within the structures of interest,
Inst. 615 N.WolfeSt., Baltimore,MD21205-2179.
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